Accunia appoints Mads Romild as Head of Accunia CLO Platform
Copenhagen, 3 December 2018 – We are pleased to announce that Mads Romild will take on the
overall responsibility for the Accunia CLO platform. Mr. Romild will continue as Chief Investment
Officer and will thus be heading all Accunia’s investment strategies. Further, Andres Garcia
Bartolome and Rajiv Thaker are promoted to senior portfolio managers and will be responsible for
the portfolio management of the three existing and all new Accunia CLOs.
Mr. Romild has 18 years of experience and has been pivotal in establishing Accunia as a specialty
asset manager in European structured credit, private debt and high yield. Andres Garcia Bartolome
and Rajiv Thaker have 9 years and 10 years, respectively, of experience in financial markets. Both
have delivered consistently strong results for Accunia and demonstrated a mind-set of investing and
managing risk that reflects Accunia’s investment philosophy.
“The Accunia management team is very pleased that we are able to promote internally and confident
that, in taking over the portfolio management responsibilities, Mr. Bartolome and Mr. Thaker are
strengthening the team. We expect them to continue to deliver strong results for investors in Accunia
CLOs,” says Henrik Nordby Christensen, CEO of Accunia.
Portfolio manager Sergio Grasso will step down from managing the Accunia CLOs. Mr. Grasso will
for the coming period continue as a consultant and advisor for the Accunia CLO platform. “We want
to thank Sergio Grasso for his hard work and dedication to growing Accunia into an international
asset manager,” says Henrik Nordby Christensen, CEO of Accunia.
Accunia aims to issue a new CLO every 6 to 12 months subject to market conditions. In conjunction
with Accunia’s continued growth, we expect to recruit additional investment professionals in 2019.
Accunia’s investment team currently consists of 13 investment professionals.
Please do not hesitate to reach out if you have any questions.
Yours sincerely,
Accunia Fondsmægslerselskab A/S

Henrik Nordby Christensen
Chief Executive Officer

Further information:
Henrik Nordby Christensen, CEO, +45 3332 7070
Mads Romild, CIO, +45 3330 7074

Accunia is an asset manager within European Credit Opportunities. Our focus is on European private
debt, high yield, and structured credit. Accunia manages 3 European CLOs, 3 Alternative Investments
Funds investing in structured credit and a large number of SMAs based on a mix of institutional clients
and UHNW mandates. Assets under management are EUR 2.2bn.

